YOUR MOTION
CONTROL &
FLUID POWER
PARTNER

FOR CUSTOM
SYSTEMS,
REPAIRS, &
FILTRATION

SUMMARY OF
SERVICES & SOLUTIONS

CUSTOM DESIGNED SOLUTIONS
Custom design and fabrication solutions to
fit your needs, not someone else’s.
No One Size Fits All
Every application has different requirements, meaning a cookie cutter solution
might not have everything you need, resulting reduced production and higher
operating costs. We will work with you at every stage to identify the budget and
solution that best fits your needs, providing you with the perfect system to
optimize your productivity and efficiency. You shouldn't have to worry about if a
motion control system fits your application, you deserve a system that’s built to
meet your unique needs.

Finding The Right Fit For You
Settling on a solution that doesn't fit your needs can result in inefficient
operation and lost time. Finding the right solution isn't just about skills in a
single field, but everything from fluid power to electrical systems to fluid cleanliness.
You deserve a systems provider who will find exactly what you need and applies diverse proficiencies to
provide the innovative solution that best fits your application. We work with our customers from concept to
commissioning to find the solution that best fits their unique needs, and we will not stop until we find the
correct solution.

Systems Documentation When You Need It
Not having access to system manuals and supporting information can lead to inefficient or unsafe operation
as users might not know how to address issues as they arise in the field. Access to documentation is critical
to ensuring operators have the knowledge and support to do the job. To ensure access to this information
whenever and wherever it is needed, CFI stores all documents in a customer specific, password protected
portal on our website. This access to systems information gives your team the knowledge and resources to
maximize effectiveness and productivity.

Assured Reliability & Performance
Failure to properly vet a system prior to real world operation can lead to
unforeseen faults and failures. Testing equipment under real world
operating conditions is important in assuring reliability and longevity. All
systems we build are tested throughout the fabrication process, giving
you peace of mind that your system is ready for the job. To ensure that
you have the certifications that you need, CFI is an ISO 9001 registered
company and we understand Zone Rating, ATEX, and DNV requirements

GET STARTED TODAY AT CONFLUIDS.COM!
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CUSTOM DESIGNED SOLUTIONS
Custom design and fabrication solutions to fit
your needs, not someone else’s.
Improve Safety And Efficiency With Automation
Moving equipment, pressurized fluids, and the human element can be a
dangerous combination as users can make mistakes that hurt people and
damage equipment. Removing the potential for human error can make a
worksite safer and more efficient for both assets and people. Automation
and remote control in motion control systems can improve system safety
by removing workers from the work area and allowing them to do their
jobs from a safe distance. The result is a system that gives you a safe,
simple to use, and reliable system so you can worry less about accidents
and focus on production.

Lower Maintenance Costs And A Longer Operational Life
Proper design, fabrication, testing, filtration, experience, and high quality components ensure that all systems
from CFI are low maintenance and long lasting. We apply our expertise in fluid conditioning and filtration to our
system designs by incorporating filtration into systems to encourage proper fluid cleanliness, ensuring longer
lower maintenance costs over a longer operational life.

Support When You Need It
Our customers don’t always stop at the end of the day or take the
day off on holidays, and neither do we. We are committed to
providing true 24/7 customer service and support to all customers
should an issue arise in the middle of the night or on Thanksgiving
Day. All service or support calls to our on-call line are automatically
forwarded to a representative who has the tools and support to
find a solution to your issue. We also offer a spare parts program
to provide rapid support for your system’s key components.

Optimize Assets With System Upgrades
As technologies and regulations change, equipment may
become outdated, leaving you with a suboptimal system.
Although obsolete, your system may find new life and with
system upgrades and modernization. By replacing obsolete
parts and optimizing existing designs, you can maximize
your system’s capabilities. Upgrading an existing system
ensures that you get maximum return out of your assets at
a fraction lower cost than a new system, allowing you to
focus your resources elsewhere.
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GET STARTED TODAY AT 800-722-2630!

REPAIRS & FIELD SERVICE
Full service repairs & field service delivering
peak performance and quick turnaround.
Full Service Repairs & The CFI Advantage
Shoddy craftsmanship and cutting corners can lead to reduced production
when a poorly repaired item inevitably malfunctions or underperforms.
Which is why we repair to factory quality, giving you the comfort that your
system has the rigorous testing, components, craftsmanship, and warranty
that you’d expect from a brand new item. We believe you deserve a partner
who takes ownership of your repair and works to deliver what you need, so
you can focus on getting the job done.

The Service You Deserve
Time lost to faulty components is lost money, which means our business
is getting you operational as quickly as possible. We work within our
customer’s time constraints to provide deliver repaired items when you
need them. To get you back to work promptly, standard repairs are
provided within 5-10 working days and rush repairs are available.

Commitment To Quality
A lack of quality control in a repair can quickly lead to unforeseen failures
in the future. To ensure a quality and complete repair, all repairs are tested
throughout the repair process under the system’s anticipated operating
conditions. For a complete view of the repair, failure analyses, evaluations,
and replacement costing are provided to customers.

Field Service Where You Need It
Sometimes an issue arises that needs on the spot attention. In these cases you need a team with the training,
experience, and resources to get the job done right. With CFI’s field service team you will have the partner and
support you need to get the job done quickly and efficiently.

Like New Repairs
A strong relationship between a supplier and distributor is integral in assuring to like-new quality repairs. CFI is
an authorized distributor for Atos, Moog, and MTS. These manufacturers offer factory service, giving you peace
of mind knowing that your repair has been repaired to factory standards and specifications with original factory
parts and warranty. CFI is an authorized integrator for Moog Industrial and integrates Moog actuators to various
process valves for the power generation industry and offers Moog actuator exchanges.

GET STARTED TODAY AT CONFLUIDS.COM!
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FLUID CONDITIONING & FILTRATION
Fluid conditioning products & solutions to ensure
your systems are as efficient as possible.
Dirty Fluids Lead To Failure
Fluid contamination accounts for 75% of all hydraulic failures, resulting in inefficiency,
lost production, increased maintenance hours, and costly repairs. Removing harmful
contaminants from your systems improves performance and reliability, meaning you
can focus on the job and not an underperforming system. We believe that you should
stop worrying about if your systems might fail you. You deserve to be able to focus on
serving your customers quickly, confidently, and effectively.

Stay Dry with Dehydration And Water Removal Systems
Water contamination drastically reduces bearing and component longevity by elevated
moisture levels. Vacuum dehydrators optimize the balance between heat, vacuum, and
process design to rapidly remove dissolved water and gas, keeping your oil clean, dry and
healthy. Water removal elements provide additional protection against water ingression
in hydraulic and lubrication systems. By keeping your oil clean and dry you can expect
longer system life and greater reliability.

Keep Your Engines Running With Diesel Fuel Conditioning
Today's diesel engines require cleaner fuel with injector pressures leaving modern
diesel engines vulnerable to particle and water contamination. Removing water and
particles extends fuel injector life and increases combustion engine fuel efficiency.
Conditioning your fuel during bulk tank fill, service truck filling, or as a kidney loop
helps maintain clean and dry fuel.

Prevent Start Up Failures And Fluid Degradation
Particle build up, varnish, and acid will cripple any hydraulic or lubrication system by
upsetting its internal workings. Fluid solvency and removing dissolved by-products
are essential to preventing varnish deposits from developing and maintaining lower
ISO codes. Address the root cause of deposit and acid formation with soluble varnish
removal systems and ICB element upgrades.

Rental And Leasing Options Available
If you just need a temporary solution, CFI maintains a large fleet of rental equipment
to assist customers with their fluid conditioning requirements. To ensure the highest
quality rental fleet, all rental equipment represents the latest technology and models
available and is maintained to strict standards. This fleet includes HPUs, filter carts,
vacuum dehydrators, particle counters, and varnish removal skids. We offer monthly
rental programs and “Lease to Own” options.
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GET STARTED TODAY AT 800-722-2630!

PRODUCT LINES REPRESENTED
We offer the very best hydraulic & pneumatic
product lines with rental options available.

Accumulators Inc.

Brennan Industries

Flairline

MTS

Air Sentry

Camozzi

Freelin Wade

Nycoil

AKG

Canfield Connectors

Hach

Olaer

Allied Witan

CFI Custom Solutions

Hawe

Ortman

American

Coilhose Pneumatic

Hetronic

Parker

American Industrial

Continental

Hydrolico

RR USA

Anchor Fluid Power

Daman

Hy-Pro Filtration

Schrader Bellows

Atlas

Delta Motion

Kawasaki

Telepneumatic

Atos

Donaldson

Miller

Vescor

Aventics

Dwyer

Moog

Webtec

Badger Meter

FasTest

Moog Flo-Tork

GET STARTED TODAY AT CONFLUIDS.COM!
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OUR PHILOSOPHY & VALUES
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GET STARTED TODAY AT 800-722-2630!

ABOUT CFI
It’s time for you to stop worrying about when
your inefficient fluid power system will prevent
you from being able to serve your customers.
It’s time to grow your business by maximizing
production and minimizing downtime - saving
you time, money and headaches.

GET STARTED NOW AT CONFLUIDS.COM OR
CALL US AT 800-722-2630.

OKLAHOMA

TEXAS

LOUISIANA

*Beaumont Location ISO Certified
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